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ABSTRACT: Large single crystals of LiFePO4 have been chemically delithiated.
The relevance of chemical oxidation in comparison with electrochemical
delithiation is discussed. Analyses of the Li content and profiles were done by
electron energy loss spectroscopy and secondary ion mass spectrometry. The
propagation of the FePO4 phase growing on the surface of the large single crystal
was followed by in situ optical microscopy as a function of time. The kinetics
were evaluated in terms of linear irreversible thermodynamics and found to
be characterized by an induction period followed by parabolic growth behavior
of the FePO4 phase indicating transport control. The growth rate was shown
to depend on the crystallographic orientation. Scanning electron microscopy
images showed cracks and a high porosity of the FePO4 layer due to the signi-
ficant changes in the molar volumes. The transport was found to be greatly
enhanced by the porosity and crack formation and hence greatly enhanced over
pure bulk transport, a result which is supposed to be very relevant for battery research if coarse-grained powder is used.

■ INTRODUCTION
Olivine-type materials have stimulated a lot of research because
of their favorable properties for secondary Li batteries.1 In
particular, LiFePO4 was most frequently studied because of its
excellent electrode performance, environmental benignity, and
low cost.2 A major difficulty of this material with respect to its
use as a cathode in high-performance batteries lies in the poor
intrinsic transport properties, which requires the use of fine
particles.3,4 Much of the confusion in the literature concerning
transport behavior is simply due to a lack of defect chemical
exploration of the bulk phase. Experimentally this became
possible when large single crystals of LiFePO4 were grown

5 and
analyzed by electrochemical techniques with respect to sepa-
rating and determining ionic and electronic transport properties as a
function of temperature, lithium activity, and doping content.3,4,6−10

A similar situation is met in regard to the analysis of the
phase transformation kinetics in a LiFePO4 cathode. Different
observations have been made and different models proposed.11−21

The literature reports start with a shrinking core model and its
modifications.1,12,18 Laffont and co-workers reported an inverse
shrinking core behavior of platelike LiFePO4 crystals of nano-
meter range (∼200 nm).15 Here the formation of FePO4 begins
in the core of the particle, while the shell consists of LiFePO4

(it should be noted that ref 17ascribes both findings to the
same mechanism). There are various recent results showing
that the LiFePO4/FePO4 phase transition is more complex
and seems to depend strongly on particle size and morphology.

For example, Chen et al.14 and Ramana et al.17 observed domain
structures of LiFePO4 and FePO4 with crystallites (platelike in
the μm range,14 almost spherical for ∼40 nm17) after chemical
delithiation. Ordering phenomena have recently been observed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) for electrochemi-
cally delithiated LiFePO4 nanowires

22 (diameter ∼100 nm half-
charged): Li was found to fill every second layer preferentially
(bc plane, space group Pnma).23 The observation of a digital Li
distribution (either fully lithiated or fully delithiated particles)
has been addressed in the domino-cascade model13 (∼100 nm
particles) and recently in general terms by analyzing the multi-
particle equilibrium.19−21 The complexity of the LiFePO4/FePO4

phase transition is further increased by size-dependent solubi-
lities.24−27 For a particle size of 40 nm, a vanishing miscibility
gap was reported by Gibot et al.16

It must be ascribed to the lack of large enough single crystals
that in spite of the enormous interest in the LiFePO4/FePO4

phase transition, no macroscopic in situ observation of the
interface motion has been communicated.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before we start with the discussion of the results, let us dwell
on setting out the meaningfulness of the chemical experiments
for interpreting electrochemical delithiation. Electrochemical
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delithiation of LiFePO4 should be very similar to chemical
delithiation as far as the internal mechanism is concerned. As
the electron transport in both LiFePO4 and FePO4 is faster
than ion transport,3,4,28 in the arrangement displayed in Figure 1

it is finally Li+ transport within FePO4 that determines the
delithiation rate of LiFePO4.

29 Naturally, the surface chemistry
is different according to different environments, which is only
important if the surface reaction step is decisive. The major
differences between the two techniques (electrochemical and
chemical delithiation) involve the boundary conditions. In the
case of a potentiostatic experiment, the Li activity is fixed at the
surface, while in a galvanostatic experiment, it is the activity
gradient. In the chemical experiment with a large reservoir and
quick liquid diffusion, it is the Li activity that is fixed. Hence,
the boundary conditions are comparable if the electrochemical
process is characterized by a potentiostatic step function.
During the delithiation of large LiFePO4 single crystals, we

were able to follow the FePO4 growth as a function of time
using optical microscopy to evaluate the kinetics in terms of a
growth model. Figure 2 demonstrates the transition of blackish

LiFePO4 into the transparent FePO4 phase after treatment
in NO2BF4/acetonitrile solution according to the reaction
LiFePO4 + NO2BF4 → NO2 + FePO4 + LiBF4. As shown by
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), the FePO4 layer forms
epitaxially (Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). Partial
delithiation leads to the formation of an outer shell of FePO4
around the parent LiFePO4 phase, expectedly in agreement with
a shrinking core model. (These results are distinctly different for
small crystallites, where the FePO4 phase starts growing in the
inner part of the particle.15,30) Depth profiling of the partially
delithiated single crystal was conducted using time-of-flight

secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) which, in agree-
ment with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) results,30

also confirmed the formation of FePO4 on the surface of the
crystal [Figure 3; the phase assignment was done by comparing

the intensity ratios with SIMS data for pure polycrystalline
FePO4 (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information)].
A detailed analysis showed that the apparent width of the
effective interfacial zone (∼400 nm) is an average width
because of the waviness of the interface. When data from a very
small area (4 μm*4 μm) were collected, the effective interfacial
region was found to be much smaller (∼100 nm).
A partially delithiated LiFePO4 single crystal cut by a focused

ion beam and investigated by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) showed heavy porosity of the FePO4 layer (Figure 4).

Deep cracks in the micrometer range were found inside the
LiFePO4 crystal. Such cracks were also seen in LiFePO4
single crystals exposed to ambient atmosphere and could
originate from weathering. Furthermore, the FePO4 layer was
not even; its thickness varied from several hundred nanometers
up to 1.5 μm.
The growth of the FePO4 layer started after an initial time

delay, and the propagation of the phase boundary was fol-
lowed over a time span of several days. Figure 5 shows a plot of
the square of the FePO4 layer thickness L as a function of time.

Figure 1. (a) Because of the predominant electronic conductivity in
both phases, in the electrochemical experiment (galvanostatic charge),
Li+ is transported through the FePO4 layer while the electron runs
toward the positive electrode through the LiFePO4 phase. (b) During
chemical delithiation, Li+ and e− are transported simultaneously
through the FePO4 layer; this process is also determined by ion
transport.

Figure 2. Formation of a transparent FePO4 layer at the surface of the
blackish LiFePO4 single crystal after chemical delithiation, as observed
by optical microscopy (negatives of the pictures are shown for better
contrast). The solid line marks the solid−solution interface and the
dashed line the LiFePO4−FePO4 interface. The interface motion could
be clearly followed as a function of time.

Figure 3. SIMS analysis: depth profile of the partially delithiated
LiFePO4 single crystal (investigated area 30 μm × 30 μm, crystal size
2.5 mm × 2.1 mm × 1.3 mm).

Figure 4. SEM image of a partially delithiated LiFePO4 single crystal.
The highly porous FePO4 layer can be seen at the surface of the
crystal.
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If the very first period is ignored, the behavior is square-root-like
(i.e., the plot of L2 vs t is linear). Such a square-root behavior,

= κL t2

is well-known in solid state chemistry and can be derived
for transport-controlled phase growth.31,32 In the following, the
observed data will be discussed in terms of different growth
models. If one starts from LiFePO4 with the maximum Li defi-
ciency (Li1−βFePO4), any further delithiation leads to the for-
mation of FePO4. The growth of the layer is due to Li transport
from the outermost LiFePO4 layer through the FePO4 phase
that is in contact with the chemical solution. Because Li losses
within the FePO4 must be very small, we may assume that any
Li transported away from LiFePO4 leads to the formation of
FePO4. If we ignore interfacial effects as non-rate-determining,
the transport is controlled by steady-state Li transport, that is,
ambipolar transport (σδ) of Li+ and e− through the FePO4 layer:

σ =
σ σ

σ + σ
δ + −

+ −

Li e

Li e

If neutral Li defects (which might be present to a large degree7)
also contribute to the diffusion, a second additive term that
is proportional to their diffusivity and concentration must be
included.33

As shown in the literature,32 the Li flux density j is given by

= − σ ∇μδ
F

j
1

2 Li

where ∇μLi is the gradient of the chemical potential of
lithium. Alternatively, as j is locally constant in our quasi-one-
dimensional transport problem, it can be expressed as

∫= − σ μδj
LF

1
d2 Li (1)

(These equations ignore space charge, which might be of im-
portance for the very initial situations.) The second equation
needed is simply the mass-balance expression, which demands
that

=j
V

L
t

1 d
dm (2)

where Vm is the molar volume of FePO4. Combining eqs 1 and 2
yields the following simple differential equation:

∫= − σ μ = κδL
t

V
F L L

d
d

1
dm

2 Li

where

∫κ = − σ μδV
F

dm
2 Li

The integration extends from the LiFePO4−FePO4 interface
up to the FePO4−solution interface. Even though the minority
carrier that determinates σδ may sensitively depend on the
Li potential, the limits of the integral do not depend on time
(the chemical potential at the lower boundary is determined
by Li1−yFePO4 and that at the upper boundary by the chemical
potential of Li in the solution if local equilibrium applies).
If the growth is interfacially controlled (i.e., if the surface

reaction is rate-limiting) the rate dL/dt does not depend on L,
so a linear solution follows:

= ΔμL s tLi

where s is the reaction constant. If both the interfacial reaction
and diffusion control are important, we expect the following
relation to apply:

= − σ + σ + σ Δμ
δ δ

δ
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟⎟L

s s
t2

2

Li
(3)

with reaction control dominating at low L and transport control
at large L (see the Supporting Information).
Figure 5 indicates the curve obtained from the experimental

data. Even though the short-time behavior at a first glance might
suggest interfacial control, analysis of eq 3 (see the Appendix
in the Supporting Information) shows that this is not the case.
Equation 3 demands initially a linear behavior in the L(t) repre-
sentation that later merges into a square-root behavior but
without an inflection point. Rather, the behavior in Figure 5
is typical for an induction period. Such an induction period is
of course expected, as we do not start out from Li1−βFePO4 but
from a higher Li content that first needs to be withdrawn at
least locally before the phase transformation to FePO4 starts.

24

[As the growth process dominates the kinetics (see Figure 5),
we ignore the effect of superimposed Li transport in LiFePO4.]
Evaluation of the slopes of the L2(t) representation yields the
effective rate constants κ. For the c axis, the values were found
to be 1.3 × 10−12 and 6.2 × 10−12 cm2/s (on opposite sides of
the crystal), and for the a axis, 1.0 × 10−11 cm2/s was obtained.
The statistical error in these data is on the order of ±1 ×
10−12 cm2/s. Thus, all of the values are on the order of 10−11

to 10−12 cm2/s, with quite some scatter even for the same
crystallographic direction. Unexpectedly, the data reveal faster
growth of the FePO4 phase along the a direction than along
the c axis. This appears to be in contrast to the anisotropy
of the chemical diffusion coefficient of lithium found in
LiFePO4 single crystals.4 Here lithium transport is faster in
the b and c directions (space group Pnma) than in the a direc-
tion. The same anisotropy would be expected for Li transport
in FePO4 (it should be noted that in the single crystals, dif-
ferences between the b and c axes are smeared out by antisite
disorder4,34,35).
For the purpose of a further evaluation, let us for an order of

magnitude consideration write κ as

κ = − ⟨σ ⟩ΔμδV
F

m
2 Li

Figure 5. Square of the thickness of the FePO4 layer, L
2, as a function

of time, t.
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in which ⟨σδ⟩ is the mean value over the interval ΔμLi. Then

κ = − ⟨σ ⟩ μ − μ°

− μ − μ°

δ
−β{
}

V
F

[ (Li FePO ) ]

[ (sink) ]

m
2 Li 1 4 Li

Li Li

The difference in μLi can be expressed by the equilibrium volt-
age of Li1−βFePO4 versus Li and of the value of the chemical
solution. The first value is ∼3 V, while the second one is un-
known but definitely below 10 V [ref 36 gives 5.1 V, while
we measured the redox potential under our conditions to be
close to 4.2 V (see Figures S3 and S4 in the Supporting
Information)]. Obviously, once the initial layer has formed,
there is a weak dependence of κ and hence of the rate on the
driving force ΔμLi that may be on the order of 1 eV or less
(see Figures S3 and S4). The sensitive parameter is the effective
transport coefficient. If we conceive FePO4 as being conductive
through an excess of Li+ and e−,28we may anticipate that σLi+ ≪
σe− and hence that σδ = σLi+. (The detailed investigation in
ref 4 gives for LiFePO4 single crystals a ratio of electronic to
ionic conductivity of ∼104. For the conditions under concern,
FePO4, the material to which reference is being made, was
shown to be predominantly electronic-conducting as well.28)
From the analyses, we found values of κ between 10−12 and

10−11 cm2/s, corresponding to a ⟨σδ⟩ value of 10−8 to 10−9 S/cm.
As the exact expression

∫κ = − σ μδV
F

dm
2 Li

involves an integration of σδ over μLi, it is clear that the mean
value will be dominated by the region for which σLi+ is higher.
This will be at the interface with Li1−βFePO4, where the Li
concentration in FePO4 is highest and the Li carrier content is
pretty large.
As pointed out before, the FePO4 layer is not dense but in-

stead is highly porous (Figure 4). This is not surprising at all,
since FePO4 has a significantly smaller cell volume than LiFePO4.

1

Therefore, Li removal leads to severe strains in the newly form-
ed FePO4 phase, resulting in breaking of the single-crystallinity
followed by penetration of the delithiation agent into the FePO4
layer. As a consequence, Li transport does not take place exclu-
sively within the FePO4 layer but to a great extent involves
the liquid in the pores. Here then, the transport of Li+BF4

−

(the dissolved reaction product of the chemical delithiation) is
relevant. The thickness dependence of the growth rate indi-
cates effective diffusion control. If Li+ ion transport occurs
solely through macroscopic pores, a higher κ would be expected
(diffusion coefficients of cations and anions in pores are usually
in the range of 10−5 to 10−6 cm2/s37), while pure bulk transport
would lead to substantially lower values (κb). Hence, it can be
concluded that the pore/crack network offers fast diffusion
channels but that transport through the bulk parts is not com-
pletely dispensable. (The ratio κb/κ serves as a rough measure
of the volume fraction of this bulk barrier part). Qualitatively
similar results were observed by Wood and Wright on nickel−
cobalt alloys after oxidation in air.38 They always observed para-
bolic growth of the oxide layer, even though it contained cracks
and/or pores. They claimed that apart from the direct contact
of oxygen with the alloys via the pores, there were still parts
of the oxide layer providing a barrier to lattice diffusion and
determining the growth rate.

Variability in pore formation could then explain the uneven
thickness of the FePO4 layer (Figure 4). More importantly, the
unexpected anisotropy found for κ can also be explained if it is
the lateral transport from the interior to pores/cracks that limits
growth. As transport in the b or c direction is fastest, growth
along the a axis7(assuming the same anisotropy in FePO4 as in
LiFePO4) is quickest.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Monitoring the propagation of the FePO4 phase formed on
large LiFePO4 single crystals upon contact with a delithiation
agent has allowed elucidation of the growth kinetics. First, an
induction period occurs in which the surface parts of the crystal
are depleted of Li up to the composition of coexistence. This
induction period is followed by FePO4 film formation. Because
of the large variation in molar volume, a porous layer is formed.
The kinetics are governed by a parabolic growth law that indi-
cates diffusion limitation. The effective rate constant of para-
bolic growth amounts to 10−11 to 10−12 cm2/s. These effective
diffusion coefficients are between those for pure pore and pure
solid-state diffusion. This reflects the fact that Li+ transport
occurs over large distances within the pores but that solid-state
diffusion through bottleneck parts is still required because
of the complex pore microstructure. This is obvious if the pores
of relevance do not percolate. If this solid-state diffusion occurs
laterally to the growth direction, this then explains the un-
expected growth anisotropy. The fact that volume expansion
results in microcracking and pore formation, which greatly en-
hance the kinetics, is clearly of relevance for battery perfor-
mance. In terms of battery performance using coarse-grained
particles, this affects the first conditioning cycles and may
stabilize on the nanoscale, as then volume effects can be easily
buffered (self-optimization of the microstructure). Indeed, a
performance increase on cycling has been observed in various
reports (e.g., see ref 39) that in the context of our results can
be interpreted as self-optimization of the microstructure.
Optimized electrochemical precycling can thus be viewed as a
useful and inexpensive method of electrode optimization.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Single crystals of LiFePO4 were grown using the optical floating zone
technique. Preparation details and general growth techniques are de-
scribed in ref 5; the electrical characterization is given in refs 3 and 4.
The crystal was cut oriented along the main crystallographic axes, and
its size was 2.5 mm × 2.1 mm × 1.3 mm.

For the study of the delithiation kinetics, an Olympus PME3 in-
verted optical microscope was used. The rectangular single crystal with
faces parallel to the major axes of the crystal was placed in a custom-
made glass container filled with acetonitrile. Bright-field images of the
crystal edges at certain positions were taken. NO2BF4 (stoichiometric
amounts for ∼20% delithiation of the crystal) dissolved in 150 mL
of acetonitrile was then added, and images at the same positions of
the crystal were taken at different time intervals. Delithiation was per-
formed at room temperature. Profiles of the image intensity were
obtained using DigitalMicrograph software (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA)
to determine the LiFePO4−FePO4 interface and the FePO4 layer
thickness.

SIMS profiles were taken using TOF-SIMS IV from Ion-Tof
(primary gun: Ga+, 15 keV, 1.8 pA, analysis area 30 μm × 30 μm; sput-
tering gun: O2

+, 2 keV, 361 nA, sputtering area 200 μm × 200 μm).
Only the positive ions were measured by the mass spectrometer.

For powder XRD, a Philips PW 3020 diffractometer and Cu Kα
radiation were used.

SEM investigations were performed using a JEOL 6300F field-
emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan)
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operated at 15 keV. The partially delithiated single crystal was cut
using a focused ion beam.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Appendix containing the detailed growth kinetics model for
interfacial reaction and diffusion control, powder XRD data for
the partially delithiated LiFePO4 single crystal, SIMS analysis
data of polycrystalline FePO4, the redox potential of NO2BF4 in
acetonitrile, and open-circuit voltage of NO2BF4 in acetonitrile
after lithiation. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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